Jasmonate ZIM-domain (JAZ) transcriptional repressors play a key role in regulating jasmonate (JA) signaling in plants. Below a threshold concentration of jasmonoyl isoleucine (JA-Ile), the active form of JA, the C-terminal Jas motif of JAZ proteins binds MYC transcription factors to repress JA signaling. With increasing JA-Ile concentration, the Jas motif binds to JA-Ile and the COI1 subunit of the SCF COI1 E3 ligase, which mediates ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of JAZ repressors, resulting in derepression of MYC transcription factors. JA signaling subsequently becomes desensitized, in part by feedback induction of JAZ splice variants that lack the C-terminal Jas motif but include an N-terminal cryptic MYC-interaction domain (CMID). The CMID sequence is dissimilar to the Jas motif and is incapable of recruiting SCF COI1 , allowing CMID-containing JAZ splice variants to accumulate in the presence of JA and to re-repress MYC transcription factors as an integral part of reestablishing signal homeostasis. The mechanism by which the CMID represses MYC transcription factors remains elusive. Here we describe the crystal structure of the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 complex. In contrast to the Jas motif, which forms a single continuous helix when bound to MYC3, the CMID adopts a loop-helix-loop-helix architecture with modular interactions with both the Jas-binding groove and the backside of the Jasinteraction domain of MYC3. This clamp-like interaction allows the CMID to bind MYC3 tightly and block access of MED25 (a subunit of the Mediator coactivator complex) to the MYC3 transcriptional activation domain, shedding light on the enigmatic mechanism by which JAZ splice variants desensitize JA signaling.
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signaling | plant hormone | plant defense | plant pathogen | plant insect T he plant hormone jasmonate (JA) is a critical mediator of plant defense responses and an important regulator of plant growth and development (1) (2) (3) (4) . The bioactive form jasmonoyl isoleucine (JA-Ile) is produced by conjugation of jasmonic acid, a fatty acid-derived oxylipin, with isoleucine in the plant cytosol (5) (6) (7) . Under stress-free conditions, when JA-Ile levels are low, JA responses are restrained by a group of nuclear transcriptional repressors called "jasmonate ZIM-domain" (JAZ) proteins (2, 4, 8) . In Arabidopsis, 13 genes (JAZ1-JAZ13) encode JAZ proteins with a highly conserved C-terminal Jas motif (9, 10) . JAZ proteins physically bind and inhibit basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors, including MYC2, MYC3, and MYC4 (2, 9), through a dual mechanism: First, a recent study of the crystal structure of the MYC3 transcription factor in complex with JAZ1 and JAZ9 showed that the conserved Jas motif of JAZ proteins directly binds the transcriptional activation domain (TAD) of MYC proteins and thereby blocks access of the TAD to the MED25 subunit of the mediator complex and possibly to other coactivators whose interaction with the TAD is required for MYC target gene transcription (11) (Fig. 1A) . Second, JAZ proteins recruit members of the TOPLESS (TPL) class of corepressors either through direct binding of TPL to ethylene-response factor-associated amphiphilic repression (EAR) motifs found at the N terminus of a subset of JAZ proteins or indirectly through the EAR motif-containing NINJA adaptor protein that binds to the central ZIM domain of JAZ proteins (Fig. 1A) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . TPL proteins in turn recruit repressive histone deacetylases and chromatin remodelers (17, 18) to inhibit MYC target gene expression epigenetically. In response to stress or developmental cues, plants synthesize JA-Ile, which promotes the formation of a coreceptor complex consisting of JAZ (the Jas motif), JA-Ile, and coronatine insensitive 1 (COI1), an F-box protein that is a subunit of a Skp1-Cul1-F-box protein (SCF) ubiquitin E3 ligase (4, 19, 20) . The JAZ-COI1 interaction leads to ubiquitination and proteasome-dependent degradation of JAZ repressors and thereby to the release of MYC proteins from transcriptional repression (21, 22) .
In addition to the highly conserved C-terminal Jas motif, JAZ10 also contains an N-terminal cryptic MYC-interaction domain (CMID) that can bind to the N terminus of MYC proteins but does not form complexes with JA-Ile and COI1 (23) (24) (25) . Moreover, alternative splicing of JAZ10 mRNA generates three splice variants that differ in their C termini: JAZ10.1 (full-length JAZ10, amino acids 1-197), JAZ10.3 (amino acids 1-185, lacking the C Significance Jasmonate (JA) is a plant hormone involved in regulating defense response, growth, and development. A mechanistic understanding of JA signaling has great importance in agriculture, especially for enhancing plant resilience against biotic stresses and optimizing defense and growth in crop fields. This study reports the crystal structure of a key protein complex (MYC3-CMID JAZ10 ) involved in the desensitization of JA signaling. Desensitization of JA signaling after an effective JA response is necessary to re-establish signal homeostasis and prevent JA signaling from running out of control, which could lead to severe growth and fitness penalties. The MYC3-CMID JAZ10 desensitization complex structure reported here closes a major gap in our understanding of one of the most important hormone signaling pathways in plants.
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Data deposition: Crystallography, atomic coordinates, and structure factors reported in this paper have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank database (PDB ID codes 5T0Q and 5T0F). terminus of the Jas motif), and JAZ10.4, which lacks the entire Jas motif (amino acids 1-147, followed by 20 unrelated amino acids) (Fig. 1A) . As a consequence, all three splice forms retain the ability to bind MYC and repress MYC target gene expression, but JAZ10.3 is partially resistant and JAZ10.4 is fully resistant to JA-induced degradation (8, 23, 26) . Because JAZ10 expression itself is induced rapidly by JA, and JAZ10.4 protein accumulates following an increase in JA levels, JAZ10.4 has been suggested to be an important feedback regulator to mediate JA signal desensitization (25) . This model has been supported further by genetic data. Although there is significant functional redundancy among JAZ proteins in Arabidopsis, jaz10 loss-of-function mutations result in JA hypersensitivity (27) . Conversely, although plants overexpressing JAZ10.1 remain fully responsive to JA, overexpression of JAZ10.3 and JAZ10.4 causes moderate and severe JA insensitivity, respectively (8, 28, 29) . JAZ1 also contains a functional N-terminal CMID, which has weak similarity to the JAZ10 CMID (24) . However, because the CMID has no sequence similarity to the well-characterized Jas motif, how the CMID interacts with the MYC N-terminal domain and blocks MYC transcriptional activity is unknown.
Here we report the crystal structure of CMID JAZ10 in complex with the MYC3 N-terminal domain. For direct comparison, we also determined the crystal structure of the MYC3-Jas Fig. S1 ). We used a fusion protein strategy that we developed previously (11) to express and purify a stable MYC3/CMID complex consisting of MYC3(44-242) N-terminally fused to JAZ10(16-58) through a structurally flexible 12-aa linker (MYC3-CMID JAZ10 ). This fusion protein formed high-quality crystals and allowed us to determine the structure of the complex at a resolution of 2.4 Å (Fig. 1B and Table S1 ). To be able to compare the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 complex with the MYC3-Jas JAZ10 complex, we also expressed and purified an MYC3(44-242)-14-aa linker-JAZ10(166-192) fusion protein, MYC-Jas
JAZ10
, and determined its structure at a resolution of 2.2 Å (Fig. 1C and Table S1 ).
The CMID Makes a Modular Interaction with MYC3 and Competes
with the MYC3-MED25 Interaction. The structure of the MYC3-Jas JAZ10 complex is essentially superimposable with those of the previously determined MYC3-Jas JAZ9 and MYC3-Jas JAZ1 complexes ( Fig. S2) (11) , reflecting the high conservation of Jas motifs. In all three structures, the Jas motifs form a single continuous α-helix when bound to MYC3. In contrast, the CMID in the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 complex consists of two short helices and two loops that make more extensive interactions with MYC3 than with the Jas helix ( Fig. 1 B-D) . Although residues 26-57 of the CMID JAZ10 are resolved in the complex structure, only the C-terminal part of the CMID (residues 34-57, the core CMID) makes direct contacts with MYC3. The position of the N-terminal CMID helix (α1) overlaps with the position of the longer Jas helix in the MYC3-Jas JAZ10 complex; α1 thus mimics the ability of the Jas motif to block the access of the TAD to transcription coactivators. In agreement with the position of α1, the CMID competes with the interaction between MYC3 and the activator-interacting domain (ACID) of MED25 (Fig. 2, orange competition curve) . In addition (and absent in the MYC3-Jas interaction), the C-terminal helix and I46 of the α1-α2 connecting loop of CMID JAZ10 wrap around the JID helix and make additional, predominantly hydrophobic, contacts with the back side of the binding groove ( Fig. 1 B and E and Table S2 ).
Disruption of the MYC-CMID Interactions Requires Mutations in at
Least Two of the Modular Interfaces. To analyze the contribution of the individual interfaces to the strength of the MYC3-CMID interaction, we mutated key residues in each interface (Table  S2) . First, we generated and expressed a set of single amino acid mutant forms of LexA-JAZ10.4 that collectively cover the CMID key interface residues identified in the structure and determined their interaction with the MYC3−activation domain (AD) fusion protein by Y2H assays. Similarly, we generated single amino acid mutations in the MYC3−AD protein. In contrast to the interaction between MYC3 and the Jas motif of JAZ9 (10), none of these single mutations could disrupt the MYC3-CMID interaction (Figs. 3A and 4A) , suggesting that the MYC3-CMID interaction is more complex and likely requires the disruption of more than one interface. We therefore generated JAZ10.4 double mutants in which we combined a mutation in the CMID α2 helix (L54A) with a mutation at the N-loop/α1 border (F36A), the α1 helix (I43A), or the α1-α2 loop (I46A). All three double mutants lost the ability to interact with MYC3 in the Y2H assay (Fig. 3B) , even though these mutant proteins were expressed in yeast cells at levels equal to or higher than that of wild-type JAZ10.4 (Fig. S3A, Right) , suggesting that at least two of these four structural elements must be mutated to abolish the MYC3-JAZ10.4 interaction. We also combined the L54A mutation with mutations in two hydrophilic residues in the α1 helix, S44 and R37, which form hydrogen bonds with MYC3. However, only mutants that contain the more drastic R37D charge reversal mutation, but neither the L54A/S44A and L54A/ R37A double mutants nor an L54A/S44A/R37A triple mutant, could disrupt the interaction with MYC3 (Fig. 3B) , indicating that the interaction between the solvent-exposed MYC JID/ TAD and JAZ CMID is driven predominantly by Van der Waals interactions.
Next, we introduced mutations into CMID-interacting residues of MYC3. Similar to the corresponding mutations in JAZ10.4, specific sets of double mutations in MYC3 were required to abolish or reduce the MYC3-CMID interaction. For example, the Y2H interaction between MYC3 and JAZ10.4, JAZ10.4-N, or the CMID was strongly reduced or disrupted only when we combined L125A (JID α3 helix) with either Y97A (JID β2 strand) or M155A (TAD α4 helix) or combined M155A with the charge-reversal mutation of E148. Interestingly, a chargereversal mutation of the E148-corresponding residue in MYC2, E165K, has been reported to cause JA hypersensitivity in Arabidopsis seedlings (33) . Although expression of the L125A/ M155A mutant protein is reduced, the other mutant proteins are expressed at levels relative similar to or higher than wild type (Fig. S3B) . To identify more quantitative effects of mutations of hydrophilic residues in the MYC3 binding groove, we purified recombinant biotinylated MYC3(44-238) fusion protein and determined its binding to His6-tagged CMID JAZ10 fusion protein using an AlphaScreen luminescence proximity assay. As shown in Fig. 4B , all mutations in the Jas/CMID-binding groove of MYC3 reduced the strength of the interaction; in particular, the Y97A/T156A and E148R/M155A double mutations strongly reduced (Y97A/T156A) or disrupted (E148R/M155A) the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 interaction. Consistent with the interface being more extensive in the MYC3-CMID structure than in the MYC3-Jas structure, the CMID JAZ10 was at least fourfold more efficient (IC 50 = 58 nM) than Jas JAZ10 (IC 50 = 237 nM) in competing with the interaction of MYC3 with the ACID domain of MED25 (Fig. 2) .
Conservation of MYC3-Interacting Residues in the N-Terminal Half of CMID
JAZ10 in a Subset of JAZ Proteins. Like JAZ10, JAZ1 has an N-terminal CMID (within amino acids 1-66) in addition to the C-terminal Jas motif (24) . However, in contrast to the highly conserved Jas motif, the CMID JAZ1 has only limited similarity to the CMID JAZ10 (Fig. S4) , and the residues important for the interaction of CMID JAZ1 with MYC remain undefined. We mutated residues in CMID JAZ1 that are conserved in CMID JAZ10 (Fig.  S5A ) and residues in MYC3 that are important for interaction with CMID JAZ10 to determine whether they play a role in the MYC-JAZ1 interaction (Fig. S5B) . We found that the double mutations E148R/M155A and L125A/M155A compromised binding to full-length JAZ10 and JAZ1 proteins, which can interact with MYC through both their CMID and Jas domains. These results suggest that the corresponding amino acids play important roles in both MYC3-CMID and MYC3-Jas interactions, not only for JAZ10 (as observed in the Jas JAZ10 and CMID JAZ10 structures; Fig. 1 B-D) but also for JAZ1. Because both CMID and Jas can bind MYC3, we further tested the ability of Jas JAZ10 to compete with the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 interaction and of CMID JAZ10 to compete with the MYC3-Jas JAZ10 interaction. As shown in Fig. 5 , >30-fold more Jas JAZ10 is required to compete with the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 interaction than CMID JAZ10 -mediated competition of the MYC3-Jas JAZ10 interaction, suggesting that the CMID is the predominant MYC-interaction domain in fulllength JAZ10.
Among the MYC3-interacting residues within the CMID of JAZ10, the best conserved ones are located in α1 and at the α1 border (S35, F36, I39, and G41) (Fig. S6) . These residues also are conserved in the N termini of JAZ1, JAZ2, JAZ5, and JAZ6 (Fig. S4) , raising the intriguing possibility that a functional CMID exists in JAZ2, JAZ5, and JAZ6 in addition to JAZ1. To test this hypothesis, we purified the corresponding regions as recombinant fusion proteins and tested their interaction with the MYC3 N-terminal domain by AlphaScreen assay. As shown in Fig. 6A , the fragment from JAZ2 interacts weakly (<11,000 photon counts) and those from JAZ5 and JAZ6 interact robustly (>130,000 photon counts) with MYC3, indicating that at least JAZ5 and JAZ6 contain functional CMIDs. Quantitative homologous competition assays under conditions in which IC 50 values approximate K d values (SI Materials and Methods) indicate that CMID JAZ5 and CMID JAZ6 interact with MYC3 with submicromolar affinities (Fig. 6B ).
Discussion
In this paper, we present the crystal structure of CMID JAZ10 in complex with the MYC3 N-terminal domain and the biochemical characterizations we conducted to verify interface residues that are critical for the formation of the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 complex. We also determined the crystal structure of the MYC3-Jas JAZ10 complex. Direct comparison of these structures shows that, in contrast to the single Jas helix reported previously (11), the CMID JAZ10 forms a more complex loop-helix-loop-helix structure that makes extensive, modular contacts with MYC3. The α1 helix of the CMID, whose amino acid sequence is unrelated to that of Jas, mimics the Jas helix bound in the MYC Jas-binding groove and blocks the access of MED25 (and possibly other coactivators) to the TAD in MYC3; the loops and α2 helix of the CMID wrap around the JID helix from two opposite sites. This multipronged interaction firmly anchors α1 and the α1-α2 loop in the binding groove and masks the TAD; we have validated this masking biochemically by showing the ability of the CMID to compete with the interaction between MYC3 and the MED25 coactivator. The MYC3-CMID JAZ10 interaction is highly resistant against single amino acid replacement mutations, providing support that the different interfaces observed in the structure are modular, i.e., they function independently. Indeed, only double mutations that disrupt at least two of the CMID interfaces were able to abolish the MYC-CMID JAZ10 interaction. This redundancy may be biologically important to make the MYC-CMID JAZ10 interaction resilient against random single mutations, because stable desensitization of JA signaling is likely important for avoiding uncontrolled pathway activation that has negative consequences on plant growth (34) .
A previous study showed that the N terminus of CMID JAZ10 contains a 12-aa region with similarity to Jas JAZ10 (K 23 PKFQKFLDRRR 34 ) (25) . Although single or double mutations of the three arginine residues at the end of this motif did not affect the Y2H interaction between JAZ10.4 and MYC2, a triple R→A mutation abolished MYC2 binding (25) . Surprisingly, in the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 complex structure, this sequence sticks out of the binding groove, does not engage in side-chain interactions with MYC3, and is only moderately conserved in JAZ10 orthologs (Fig. S6) . Instead, we show that the 23-aa sequence following the triple R constitutes the core CMID and makes all direct contacts with MYC3. Importantly, this core CMID is conserved in JAZ10 orthologous proteins across diverse plant species (Fig. S6) , thus supporting its importance beyond Arabidopsis and suggesting that JA signal desensitization through JAZ10 splice variants may be a general mechanism. We speculate that mutating the three highly polar arginine residues at the core CMID border to hydrophobic alanines may interfere with the MYC-CMID interaction indirectly by allowing the N-terminal N-loop to fold back onto the core CMID.
The structural insights gained in this study may have broader implications beyond CMID
JAZ10
. We have shown that JAZ5 and JAZ6, and possibly JAZ2, have functional CMIDs at similar positions to those of JAZ10 and JAZ1 that share similarity with the TAD-binding α1 helix of CMID
. Conversely, several MYC3 binding-groove residues that bind the α1 helix of CMID JAZ10 (Fig.  1B) as well as the Jas JAZ10 (Fig. 1C) and Jas JAZ1 (11) helices are also important for CMID JAZ1 binding. We therefore think it is likely that the CMIDs of JAZ1, JAZ5, and JAZ6 have equivalent helices that occupy the same binding groove in MYC and inhibit MYC activity by TAD masking, likely as part of a conserved mechanism to desensitize jasmonate signaling.
It has been shown that JAZ3ΔJas lacks the CMID and is unable to bind MYCs but is still able to repress JA signaling. Two hypotheses have been proposed in the literature (35, 36) : (i) JAZ3ΔJas may interact with and "poison" (i.e., inactivate) COI1 in a hormoneindependent fashion or (ii) JAZ3ΔJas may form heterodimers with MYC-interacting JAZs that are not efficiently degraded by COI1. Although neither of these models invokes alternative splicing, it is conceivable that heterodimerization of JAZ3ΔJas with the CMIDcontaining JAZs described in our study could contribute to the mechanism by which JAZ3ΔJas represses JA responses. In addition, because the CMIDs coexist with the Jas motif in some full-length JAZ proteins, our results raise the possibility that a subset of JAZ proteins may be able to form ternary MYC-JAZ-COI1 complexes in which the CMID mediates the interaction between JAZ and MYC, and Jas mediates the interaction between JAZ and COI1. This possibility could be tested in the future.
Elucidation of the structure of the MYC-CMID JAZ10 complex advances our knowledge of an essential but poorly understood step in JA hormone signaling-alternative splicing-mediated transcriptional desensitization (Fig. S7) . Together with the previously reported crystal structures of COI1-JAZ (the coreceptor complex) and MYC-JAZ (the transcriptional repressor complex) (11, 21) , the MYC3-CMID JAZ10 (transcriptional desensitization complex) structure reported here closes a major gap in our understanding of the transcriptional repression, hormone-dependent activation, and splice variant-dependent transcriptional desensitization steps of a major important plant hormone signaling pathway in plants. 
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